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Abstract. In the last years, ontology modeling became popular and
thousands of ontologies covering multiple fields of application are now
available. However, as multiple ontologies might be available on the same
or related domain, there is an urgent need for tools to compare, match,
merge and assess ontologies. Ontology matching, which consists in aligning ontology, has been widely studied and benchmarks exist to evaluate
the different matching methods. However, somewhat surprisingly, there
are no significant benchmarks for merging ontologies, proving input ontologies and the resulting merged ontology. To fill this gap, we propose
a benchmark for ontologies merging, which contains different ontologies
types, for instance: taxonomies, lightweight ontologies, heavyweight ontologies and multilingual ontologies. We also show how the GROM tool
(Graph Rewriting for Ontology Merging) can address the merging process and we evaluate it based on coverage, redundancy and coherence
metrics. We performed experiments and show that the tool obtained
good results in terms of redundancy and coherence.
Keywords: ontologies merging, benchmark, graph rewriting, GROM
tool.
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Introduction

In the two last decades, ontologies have become widely used in several domains
such as semantic web, medicine, e-commerce and natural language processing.
With this multitude of ontologies that represent and cover sometimes the same
domain, there is a growing need to merge these ontologies [1].
Merging ontologies have the goal of ”creating a new ontology from two or
more existing ontologies with overlapping parts, which can be either virtual or
physical” [2]. It starts with the identification of the overlapping part (the similarities) between the ontologies entities and based on this result, it merges them
and creates a new one [3]. Merging ontologies is a challenging issue that depends
on several factors. Among them, the most important are: 1) the quality of initials ontologies (consistent or inconsistent), 2) the quality of ontology alignment
(the identification of the similarities could recognize syntactic and/or semantic
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and/or structural correspondences between the ontologies ?), and 3) the merging strategy and the quality of its results. To evaluate the merging process and
compare the tools proposed by the community, it is important to: 1) check the
consistency of the initials ontologies (it could be done with a reasoner such as
Pellet, Hermit, etc.) ; 2) evaluate the ontologies alignment ; 3) evaluate the
merging result.
To evaluate ontologies alignment, researchers can use existing proposed benchmarks. This research field has now reached a significant maturity and there are
specialized conferences that propose important benchmarks. As an example, the
Ontology Matching3 conference presents more than 20 datasets and publishes
annually the results of their alignment. However, somewhat surprisingly, there
are no significant benchmarks for merging ontologies [1, 3]. To the best of our
knowledge, the only work is the one of Raunich and Rahm [1]. It presents some
taxonomies and the result of their merging using the ATOM (Automatic Targetdriven Ontology Merging) tool [3]. This work has two main limitations. The first
one is that it studies only taxonomies. Therefore, it can not test and evaluate the
heavyweight ontologies (no property, no axioms contradiction, etc.). The second
limit is that the benchmark is not published and therefore cannot be used.
We propose in this paper a benchmark for ontologies merging, which contains
both lightweight and heavyweight ontologies. We show how our tool GROM
(Graph Rewriting for Ontology Merging) [4] can address the merging process
and we evaluate it based on coverage, redundancy and coherence metrics. All
the ontologies, the result of their alignment and of their merging are available
on the web for download.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the background of the
work. It presents the merging process and the typed graphs grammars formalism.
Section 3 defines our formalism and discusses how to use it to merge ontologies
and resolve their inconsistencies. Section 4 presents a benchmark for ontologies
merging and evaluates the GROM tool. Finally, a conclusion summarizes the
presented work.

2

Background

2.1

Ontologies merging

Ontologies are living objects that represent knowledge with an explicit and formal way [5]. They conceptualize a given domain by their concepts (classes, properties, individuals, axioms, etc.) in order to offer mechanisms of reasoning and
inference. Given two or more ontologies, ontologies merging aims at producing
a new ontology with their overlapping parts [2]. This process can be symmetric
or asymmetric. Symmetric solutions aim at completely integrating all input ontologies with the same priority. Asymmetric approaches, by contrast, take one of
the ontologies as the source and merge the other as a target. In this type of approach, the concepts of the source ontology are preserved and only the concepts
of the target ontology, that not alter the consistency, are added [3].
3
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Several approaches have been proposed in the literature, we briefly present
in this section the approaches that are implemented with a proposed tool. The
Table 1 summarizes these approaches according to: 1) the merging strategy (symmetric or asymmetric), 2) the ontology specification (OWL (Web Ontology Language), RDFS (Resource Description Framework Schema), Frame, etc.), 3) the
tool, and 4) their specificities and the inconsistencies resolution (conflicts management). Note that because of the no-existence of the benchmark for merging
ontologies, the researchers do not present details evaluation for their tools.
Approach Merge
Specifica- Tool
strategy
tion
Stumme et Symmetric Frame
FCAal. [6]
Merge

Noy et al. Symmetric Frame
[7]
&
Asymmetric
Kotis et al. Symmetric
[8]
–

Prompt

Li et al. [9] Symmetric OWL

MOMIS

HCONE

Raunich et Asymmetric OWL Tax- ATOM
al. [3]
onomy

Specificity and conflicts management
- Semi-automatic approach
- Approach based on the formal concept analysis (FCA)
- No conflicts management
- Semi-automatic approach
- Conflicts detection
- User intervention for the conflicts
resolution
- Semi-automatic approach
- Approach based on the Latent semantic analysis (LSA)
- No conflicts management
- Automatic approach
- Management of some conflicts
(structural and semantic)
- Automatic approach
- Delete the redundancy
- Management of some structural conflicts

Table 1: Summary of some ontologies merging approaches.
2.2

Quality measures for ontology merging

Measuring the quality of ontology merging finds its origins in the field of conceptual schemas. Indeed, to evaluate the quality of an integrated schema, Duchateau
et al. [10] proposed two measures: minimality and completeness. The minimality
checks that no redundant concept appears in the integrated schemas. The completeness represents the percentage of concepts presented in the data sources
that are covered by the integrated schemas. It is calculated as follows:
comp(Sitool , Siexp ) =

|Sitool ∩ Siexp |
Siexp

(1)

where Siexp is the integrated schema proposed by an expert and the Sitool is
the integrated schema generated by a tool.
Rahm et al. [1] proposed the same metrics to evaluate the quality of the
merging ontologies result and they called them: coverage (for the completeness)
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and redundancy (for the minimality). The coverage is then related to the degree
of information preservation. It measures the share of input concepts preserved
in the result and it depends on the type of approach symmetric or asymmetric
one. With symmetric approaches (full merge) the coverage is equal to 1: all
the concepts are preserved. For the asymmetric approaches, the concepts of the
target ontology are preserved but only the concepts non-redundant of the source
ontology are preserved (i.e. all the redundant concepts are removed).
Besides the coverage and the redundancy metrics, it is also important to
check the coherence of the ontologies merging result. This metric checks if the
ontology result is coherent or contains some conflicts. To ensure theses three
metrics, we have used the typed graph grammar formalism for our approach of
merging ontologies.
2.3

Typed Graph Grammars

Typed Graph Grammars (T GG) are a mathematical formalism that permits
to represent and manage graphs. They are used in several fields of computer
science such as software systems modelling and formal language theory [11].
Recently, they started to be used in the ontology field, in particular for the
modular ontologies formalization [12] and consistent ontologies evolution [13,
14]. A typed graph grammar is defined by T GG = (G, T G, P ) where:
– G is a start graph also called host graph.
– T G is a type graph that represents the elements type of the graph G.
– P is a set of production rules also called graph rewriting rules which are
defined by a pair of graphs patterns (LHS, RHS) where: 1) LHS (Left Hand
Side) represents the preconditions of the rewriting rule and describes the
structure that has to be found in G ; 2) RHS (Right Hand Side) represents
the postconditions of the rule and must replaces LHS in G (see Figure 1).
A rewriting rule can be extended with a set of negative application conditions
(N ACs). A N AC is another graph pattern such as: ”if there exist a morphism
from N AC to the host graph G, then, the rule cannot be applied”. In this way,
a graph transformation defines how a graph G can be transformed to a new
graph G0 . More precisely, there must exist a morphism that replaces LHS by
RHS to obtain G0 . To apply this replacement, different graph transformations
approaches are proposed [15]. In this work, we use the algebraic approach [16]
based on the pushout concept [17]. Given three objects (in our case graphs) G1 ,
G2 and G3 and two morphisms f : G1 → G2 and g : G1 → G3 , the pushout
of G2 and G3 consists of: 1) an object G4 and two morphisms f 0 : G2 → G4
and g 0 : G3 → G4 where f 0 ◦ f = g 0 ◦ g; 2) for any morphisms f 00 : G2 → X
and g 00 : G3 → X such that f ◦ f 00 = g ◦ g 00 , there is a unique morphism
k : G4 → X such that f 0 ◦ k = f 00 and g 0 ◦ k = g 00 . Algebraic approaches
are divided into two categories: the Single PushOut, SPO [18] and the Double
PushOut, DPO [19]. The DP O approach consists of two pushouts and requires
an additional condition called the ”dangling condition”. This condition states
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Fig. 1: The principle of graph transformation.

that the transformation is applicable only if it does not lead to ”dangling edges”,
i.e. an edge without a source or a target node. Indeed, in the SP O approach, one
pushout is required and the dangling edges are removed which permits to write
a wide variety of transformations not allowed by the DP O approach. Thus, in
this work, we only consider the SP O approach. Applying a rewriting rule to an
initial graph (G) with the SP O method consists in the following steps:
1. find a matching of LHS in G, i.e. find a morphism m : LHS → G.
2. delete the sub-graph m(LHS) − m(LHS ∩ RHS) from G.
3. add the sub-graph m(RHS) − m(LHS ∩ RHS) to G to get G0 .

3
3.1

Merging ontologies with typed graph grammars
Ontologies as typed graphs grammars

In order to represent the ontologies and the ontology changes with the typed
graph grammars (see Figure 2), we use the T GGOnto (Typed Graph Grammars
for Ontologies) model [13, 14]:
T GGOnto = {T GO , GO , RO }, where:
T GO is a type graph that represents the meta-model of an ontology, GO is a
host graph that represents an ontology and RO is a set of rewriting rules that
formalize the ontology changes. In our work, we consider the OWL ontologies.
Therefore, the type graph (T GO ) represents the OWL meta-model. Thus, the
vertices types of T GO are:
VT = {Class(C), P roperty(P ), ObjectP roperty(OP ),DataP roperty(DP ), Individual(I), DataT ype(D), Restriction(R)}.
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The edge types correspond to properties used to relate different entities. For
example, subClassOf is used to link nodes of the type Class.
ET = {subClassOf, equivalentT o, range, domain, ...}.
An ontology change (CH) is formalized by rewriting rules and executed as graphs
transformation using SPO algebraic method [14].
CH = ri ∈ RO = (N ACs, LHS, RHS, CHDs), where:
– N ACs are graph patterns that define the conditions should not be satisfied
to apply the change ;
– LHS is a graph pattern that defines the preconditions that should be satisfied to apply an ontology change ;
– RHS is a graph pattern that defines the change to apply in the ontology ;
– CHDs are derived changes added to the principal change (CH) for keeping
the consistency of the modified ontology.

Rewrting rules
Formalization
Ontology change

NAC

LHS

RHS

Appply ontology
change with SPO

Formalization
Ontology

Typed
graph (G)

New version of
the graph G

Fig. 2: The coupling between ontologies and typed graph grammars

3.2

GROM approach

To merge ontologies, we use the automatic and asymmetric approach GROM
(Graph Rewriting for Ontologies Merging) which consists in three main steps
that are briefly described below (for more details, we invite readers to refer to
our previous work [4]).
1. Similarity search that identifies the correspondences between the ontologies
entities based on syntactic, structural and semantic similarities. Given two ontologies (O1 and O2 ), we distinguish: 1) CN , the set of commons nodes between
O1 and O2 ; 2) EN , the set of the syntactically equivalent nodes ; 3) SN , the
set of the synonyms nodes and 4) IsaN , the set of the nodes that share a subsumption relation.
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2. Ontologies merging that represents ontologies with T GGOnto = {T GO , GO , RO }
model and merges them based on the result of the similarity search step. The
merging process consists in applying a set of consecutive rewriting rules with
the SPO algebraic method in order to create a consistent global ontology (see
Algorithm 1).
Inputs:

two ontologies O1 , O2
a set of correspondences: CN , EN , SN , IsaN
Outputs: a global ontology GO

for N ∈ EN do
O10 ← SP O RenameEntity (O1 , EN {O1 }, EN {O2 } );
end
CN ← CN ∪ EN {O1 } ;
CO ← Create the common ontology;
GO ← SP O M ergeGraph (O10 , CO, O2 );
/* Adapt the global ontology
for N ∈ SN do
GO ← SP O AddEquivalentEntity (GO, SN {O1 }, SN {O2 } );
end
for N ∈ IsaN do
GO ← SP O AddSubClass (GO, IsaN {O1 }, IsaN {O2 } );
end
Algorithm 1: Merging ontologies algorithm.

*/

3. Global ontology adaptation step enriches the global ontology with the synonym
(SN ) and the subsumption (IsaN ) relations identified in the step 1 (similarity
search). As example, the rewriting rule of AddEquivalentClasses(C1 , C2 ) ontology change is presented in the Figure 3.

AddEquivalentClasses
NAC1

LHS

NAC2

2:Class
name="C2"
equivalentTo

1:Class
name="C1"

2:Class
name="C2"

2:Class
name="C2"

disjointWith

1:Class
name="C1"

RHS
2:Class
name="C2"
equivalentTo

1:Class
name="C1"

1:Class
name="C1"

Fig. 3: Rewriting rule for the AddEquivalentClasses change.
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The Rewriting rule (Figure 3) preserves the ontology consistency thanks to
the N ACs. N AC1 ensures the no redundancy. It prohibits the adding of existing
knowledge. N AC2 ensure that no contradictory axiom is added to the ontology
by the application of the AddEquivalentClasses ontology change.

4
4.1

Experimental results
Test scenarios

We presented here two examples of ontologies (lightweight and heavyweight) to
show and discuss the conflicts that can be found in the merging process.
Taxonomies case (Cars ontologies example [1]): The Figure 4 shows an example of two taxonomies that represent the vehicle domain. They share commons concepts (”Automobile”, ”BMW”, ”Fiat”) and subsumption relations (isA
(”German Car”, ”European Car”), isA (”Italian Car”, ”European Car”) and
isA (”Mercedes”, ”German Car”)). Merging these taxonomies can cause the following conflicts and situations:
– Data redundancy. Considering that the ontologies share common concepts,
their merge result can contain redundant elements, for example (”Automobile”, ”Automobile”), (”Audi”, ”Audi”), etc.
– Sharing subsumption relations. The ontologies could share subsomption relations, for example: isA(”German Car”, ”European Car”) and isA(”Italian Car”,
”European Car”).
– Existence of cycles. Adding the subsumption relations could provide cycles.
For example, if we merge the ontologies we can obtain the cycle: isA(”German Car”, ”European Car”), isA(”German Car”, ”Automobile”), isA(”EuropeanCar”, ”Automobile”).

Automobile
European Car

Automobile

BMW

German Car
BMW

Jaguar

Audi

Marcedes
Fiat

Italian Car

Renault

Fiat

(a) Ontology O1

(b) Ontology O2

Fig. 4: European Cars ontologies [1].
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OWL ontologies case (CCAlps ontologies example [14]): Figure 5 presents extracts from the EventCCAlps and CompanyCCAlps ontologies developed in the
frame of the European project CCAlps.
Merge OWL ontologies can cause the following situations and conflicts:
– Data redundancy. The concepts that have names syntactical close could be
considered as redundant knowledge, for example: ”hasPlace” and ”has place”.
– Synonyms concepts. The ontologies could share synonyms relations, for example: ”Individual” and ”Person”. It is important in this case, to link theses
concepts by synonyms relations on the global ontology.
– Axioms contradiction. Merging OWL ontologies could cause several axioms
contradictions relating to the disjunction, the equivalence, the restrictions,
the subclass axiom, etc.

(a) Extract from EOCCAlps
ontology (O1 )

(b) Extract from
COCCAlps ontology (O2 )

Fig. 5: CCAlps ontologies [14].

4.2

Benchmark and results

To evaluate the ontologies merging process and test the GROM tool, we are based
on the benchmark below, which is available for download in the supplementary
material attached with this paper4 :
4
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– Cars ontologies [1] are taxonomies which are composed of classes and subsumption relations (already described in Section 4.1, Figure 4). They are
mainly included in the benchmark, for testing the hierarchical properties
and for checking if a tool of ontologies merging can remove the cycles.
– CCAlps ontologies [13] are heavyweight OWL ontologies (described in Section 4.1, Figure 5). These ontologies represent restrictions, properties, axioms, etc. and offer a good case study to check if an approach can manage
or not the contradictory axioms and preserve or not the consistency of the
global ontology.
– Lebensmittel (Google, web) [20] are multilingual ontologies that cover the
food domain. Google.Lebensmittel.owl is represented in the English language and it is composed of 59 classes, 1306 individuals and 58 subClass
axioms. Web.Lebensmittel.owl is represented in the German language and
it is composed of 53 classes, 1566 individuals and 52 subClass axioms. The
two ontologies have 15 synonyms classes that describe the same concepts but
in two different languages.
– Freizeit (dmoz, Google) are multilingual ontologies that represent leisure.
Google.Freizeit.owl is represented in the English language and it is composed of 71 classes. Web.Freizeit.owl is represented in the German language and it is composed of 76 classes. The two ontologies have 67 synonyms
classes.
– Conference (ekaw, iasted, cmt, confof) ontologies [21] describe the conferences organization. They are datasets published by the OEAI (Ontology
alignment evaluation initiative) to provide benchmark for the ontology alignment. We use the same ontologies to provide benchmark for the ontology
merging.
The Table 2 presents the set of ontologies that form the proposed benchmark and their result merge by GROM approach. It specifies: 1) the number of
concepts of each ontology (nbC), 2) their similarities (the set of commons nodes
(CN ), the set of synonyms nodes (SN ), the set of nodes that share isa relations
(IsaN ) and the set of nodes that are syntactically close (EN )), 3) the number of
concepts of the merge result, 4) the number of redundant concepts in the merge
result, 5) the number of inconsistencies and 6) the value of coverage (Cov).
The Table 2 shows that all the output ontologies (the results of the process
merging) don’t contain any redundancy. Furthermore, GROM tool manages the
inconsistencies and produces consistent ontologies.
Ontologies

nbC

Similarities Merge Redundancy

Inconsis- Cov
tencies

Used
in

Cars

7 .. 6

6
#CN=3,
#IsaN =3

0

[1]

13

0

1.00
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CCAlps
(Event,
Company)

12 .. 8

4
#CN=1,
#EN=1,
#SN=1,
#IsaN=1
Lebensmittel 53 .. 59 15
(Google,
#SN=15
web)
Freizeit
71.. 67 67
(dmoz,
#EN=67
Google)
Conference 107 .. 10
(ekaw,
182
#CN=5,
iasted)
#EN=3,
#SN=2
Conference 29 .. 38 9
(cmt,
con#CN=9
fOf )

11

18

0

0

0.9

[4]

112

0

0

1.00

[20]

71

0

0

0.51

[20]

280

0

15

0.97

[21]

58

0

0

0.86

[21]

Table 2: Merging result of some ontologies with GROM tool.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a benchmark for ontologies merging that covers different ontologies types: taxonomies, lightweight ontologies, heavyweight ontologies and multilingual ontologies. We have ensured that the benchmark presents
different pathological cases for merging process (data redundancy, existence of
cycles, axioms contradiction, etc.) in order to assess the performance of ontologies merging tools. We also presented our tool, GROM (Graph Rewriting for
Ontology Merging) and we described how it can automatically merge ontologies.
Thanks to the graph grammar formalism, in particular the NAC (Negative Application conditions), GROM preserves the ontology consistency and removes the
redundancies. To evaluate the merging process, we have used the coverage, the
redundancy and the coherence metrics. The evaluation has shown that GROM
obtained good results in terms of redundancy and coherence. All the ontologies
are provided for download. In the near future, we plan to expand this benchmark
with the results of other researchers in order to compare the different results of
the related work and test the performance of the ontologies merging tools.
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